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Abstract 
This paper reports on the mathematical structure of a configuration, defined 120 years ago in 
1876 by Th. Reye, and the zeroth book on graph theory, written by A. Sainte-Lagu6 70 years ago 
in 1926, i.e. 10 years earlier than the book of K6nig. In particular, those parts of Sainte-Lagur's 
book are discussed which are closely related to configurations. In graph-theoretical language 
configurations are linear regular uniform hypergraphs. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. An early conference on 9raph theory 
The Conference on Graph Theory in Elgersburg in May 1996 was the fifth event 
in a series of  international conferences on graph theory organized by the Technical 
University of  Ilmenau which took place in Manebach 1967, Oberhof 1977, Eyba 1984, 
and Eisenach 1990. In a certain sense, however, there was a zeroth conference which 
took place in Halle an der Saale in March 1960. This 'graphentheoretische Kolloquium' 
was one of the earliest meetings on graph theory at all and a predecessor of  the later 
Ilmenau conferences. 
There is a report [9] on the lectures of  this conference given by C. Berge, G.A. Dirac, 
G. Haj6s, G. Ringel, A. Kotzig, O. Kr6tenheerdt, and H. Sachs. Ringel's lecture was 
on configurations and closure theorems (Konfigurationen und SchlieBungss/itze). For 
the purpose of this paper a translation of  the first part of the summary of  Ringel's talk 
will be used to introduce configurations. The original German version can be found 
in [9]. 
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1.2. The first conference on graph theory 
As the referee pointed out in his report the first colloquium on graph theory which 
was not only a section or part of a mathematical conference of a more general character 
was organized by the Mathematical Institute of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences 
and held at Dobog6k6 in Hungary (close to the Danube knee) in the autumn of 1959. 
Regrettably, no proceedings volume of this conference was published; for a detailed re- 
port, see [20]. Among the participants were A. ,~d~m, G. Alexits, C. Berge, h,. Cz/~sz~ir, 
G.A. Dirac, P. Erd6s, G. Freud, T. Gallai, A. Hajnal, G. Haj6s, L. Kalm~ir, F. K~irteszi, 
J. Mycielski, R. P6ter, H. Reichardt, A. R6nyi, P. R6v6sz, H. Sachs, C.A.B. Smith, 
V.T. S6s, A.H. Stone, P. Turin, W.T. Tutte. As the referee further pointed out, some 
of the participants developed the idea of a subsequent meeting at Halle (Saale), mainly 
in order to meet H.C. Gr6tzsch (Universit/it Halle), who was unable to travel, and also 
to meet some other people (O.-H. Keller, A. Kotzig, G. Ringel) who did not attend 
the Dobog6k6 conference. 
1.3. A zeroth book on graph theory 
There was not only this zeroth meeting in Halle in 1960 but also a zeroth book on 
graph theory, written by the French mathematician Sainte-Lagu6 in 1926 [16], i.e. 10 
years earlier than the first book of K6nig [10]. 
In some of my recent papers everal aspects of the book of Sainte-Lagu~ were already 
discussed (see [4,5]). A further paper [8] will discuss the role of Sainte-Lagu6's book 
in the history of Hamiltonian graphs. In this paper, a short report on the life and 
work of Sainte-Lagu~ will be given. Perhaps, this is the first such report in an easily 
accessible journal or book. Furthermore, some aspects of the book will be described 
shortly with a special emphasis on Chs. 5 and 6. 
While this zeroth book of Sainte-Lagu6 did probably not influence the development 
of graph theory too much the book of K6nig remained the only well-known book 
until 1958. The book of C. Berge of 1958 was the earliest of a series of books 
published around 1960 which started graph theory as a mathematical discipline of its 
own. This development was supported by the first mathematical meetings dedicated to 
graph theory, in particular. 
2. The life and work of Andr~ Sainte-Lagui~ 
Due to the friendly help of Prof. Kreweras in Paris it is possible to give a more 
detailed report of the life and work of Sainte-Lagu6 here. In a letter [11] Kreweras ent 
me a copy of a necrological report of 4 pages which seems to have been published 
just recently [1], i.e. more than 40 years after Sainte-Lagu~'s death. The following is 
a summary of this report. 
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2.1. Origin and education 
Andr6 Sainte-Lagu~ was born in Saint-Martin-Curton (D6pt. Lot-et-Garonne) on 20 
April 1882. He died in Paris on 18 January 1950. 
He spent his youth partially in Haiti and then finished school in Bordeaux. After his 
military service he studied mathematics at the Ecole Normale Sup&ieure from 1903 
until 1906. He married in 1907 and had two daughters and a son. 
2.2. 'La carriOre' 
Sainte-Lagufi was a teacher at schools in Evreux (1906-1908), in Douai (1908- 
1912), and in Besan~on (1912-1914). In 1914 he should change to the lyc6e Pasteur 
in Neuilly-sur-Seine but the outbreak of the war made him serve in the French army. 
He was heavily wounded in Verdun on 24 June 1916 and was released from the army. 
So he could continue his mathematical research on graph theory and topology which 
he had started at the ENS. These disciplines were quite new then and finally lead to 
the topic of his thesis. 
In 1919 he continued his teaching at lyc6e Pasteur and lyc6e Carnot at the same 
time. In 1920 he changed to the lyc6e Janson de Sailly where he stayed until he entered 
the CNAM (Conservatoire National des Arts et M~tiers) in 1927. 
His first paper on graphs [14] was published in 1923. In 1924 he submitted his 
doctoral thesis [15]. In 1927 he entered CNAM as maitre de confOrences and was quite 
successful in teaching. His investigations and publications were e.g. on the flight of 
birds and aeroplanes. After 1934 Sainte-Lagu6 prepared and organized the mathematical 
presentations of the Palais de la D~couverte for the world exhibition of 1937. 
In 1938 he got the chair of mathematics and applications at the CNAM. His courses 
were very successful, one of them attracted nearly 2500 students. So he held it three 
times in the amphith6atre Paul Painlev6 which contained 900 seats. He was very much 
interested in applications of mathematics in physics, biology, and engineering sciences. 
In his teaching of mathematics to students of these sciences he used all kinds of 
theoretical, numerical, and graphical exercises. After 1928 he even used films for the 
teaching of geometry. 
There are at least two more interesting books of Sainte-Lagufi [17,18] which contain 
many topics closely related to graph theory. The last one was reprinted recently. 
2.3. 'Les combats' 
After the German occupation of France in 1940 Sainte-Lagu~ wanted to fight against 
the occupation even if the situation of the allied forces of that time was difficult to 
estimate. He said that even if the chances were 1 to 1000 one had to fight for otherwise 
car si les Allemands ont vainqueurs, c'en est fait de l'ind6pendance d  la France 
et de celle de l'intelligence. [1] 
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He joined the clandestine Rbsistance in September 1940 and was arrested by the 
Germans because of his liberal thoughts in October 1941. However, he could not be 
proved to have taken part in clandestine activities and was released again. After the 
liberation of France it became known that Sainte-Lagu~ was one of the leaders of 
the Organisation civile et militaire (OCM). His name can be found in a new book 
on the history of the ROsistance [2]. His role in the OCM should be further investi- 
gated. He was given the mkdaille de la ROsistance, and after the liberation he became 
nominated as a member of the AssemblOe consultative provisoire. 
3. The book 'Les r~seaux (ou graphes)' 
3.1. An overview 
The book of Sainte-Lagu~ [16] consists of 9 chapters, subdivided into 85 sections. 
The table of contents and its translation into modem English graph-theoretical termi- 
nology is as follows: 
1. Introduction et dbfinition (Introduction and definition) 
2. Arbres (Trees) 
3. Chaines et circuits (Chains and circuits) 
4. R6seaux r6guliers (Regular graphs) 
5. R~seaux cubiques (Cubic graphs) 
6. Tableaux ('Incidence matrices') 
7. R6seaux cercl6s (Hamiltonian graphs) 
8. l~chiquier (Chess problems) 
9. Marche du cavalier (Knight's move problems) 
The book has only 64 pages. However, it discusses a lot of graph-theoretical prob- 
lems. It does not contain many proofs. They are mostly contained in Sainte-Lagu6's 
thesis [15] of 1924 or in other books or papers of the list of altogether 223 references. 
This bibliographical index itself is a quite interesting source of combinatorial theory 
of the time earlier than 1926. 
By the way, it is one of the reasons why K6nig in his book of 1936 [10] explicitly 
mentions Sainte-Lagu~: 
Auch einige bibliographische Angaben des M~morialreferates von Sainte-Lagu~ 
fiber Graphen konnte ich gebrauchen. [10, p. VI] 
Today, the book seems to be nearly unknown, at least outside of French speaking 
countries. It is also quite hard to find it in a library, e.g. in Germany. 
However, at a time when the book of K6nig [10] was not yet available, i.e. before 
1936, it was better known and used by the very few people interested in graph theory at 
that time. It should not be that unknown since K6nig explicitly refers to Sainte-Lagu~ 
in his book, not only because of the bibliography as mentioned above. 
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3.2. Some general remarks 
In his introduction Sainte-Lagua explains that he sees the origin of graph theory 
in what he calls Analysis situs and Gkomktrie de situation. As an important source 
for problems in graph theory he mentions the so-called recreational problems, e.g. the 
problkme des ponts de Koenigsber 9. Last but not least he emphasizes that the principal 
applications of graph theory are found in physics and chemistry. 
Certainly Sainte-Lagua was mostly influenced by the particular French development 
starting with Brunel and Poincar6 around 1895. The book of Sainte-Lagu~ can be 
regarded as the final step and a documentation of this development which is discussed 
in more detail in [5]. Here only some main facts can be repeated and emphasized. 
Sainte-Lagu~ regards a graph as a set of vertices (sommets) joined by edges 
(chemins) where it is only important whether two vertices are joined by an edge 
or whether they are not. This 'set theoretic' view and the terminology are the result 
of the French development mentioned above. 
It is also interesting to see how the concept of an incidence matrix (in modem no- 
tation) developed throughout these years (for further details see [5]). In his paper of 
1923 [14] and the thesis of 1924 [15] Sainte-Lagu~ uses a rectangular table (where 
the cells are either empty or contain a cross (X)) in order to describe a bipartite 
semiregular graph (in modem notation). He calls this table a tissu. Later on the en- 
tries developed into 0 and 1, the notation which is still used in incidence matrices 
today. 
In fact, the incidence matrix describes the combinatorial structure exactly and is 
probably the easiest way to see certain equivalences among these structures. It just 
depends on the point of view whether this matrix is interpreted to describe a graph or 
a hypergraph or a design or a configuration. 
3.3. The contents of the chapters 
In the following the different chapters will be discussed shortly. A more detailed 
investigation and a comparison with Krnig's book which is not the task of this short 
paper must be given in the future. 
Ch. 1 consists of the already mentioned general introduction. Further it gives all the 
basic definitions which are used in the rest of the book. It would lead too far here to 
describe all this in detail. In many cases it is the notation which is still used nowadays. 
One of these concepts, a tree, is discussed in Ch. 2. Sainte-Lagu~ follows the 
previous work of Sylvester and Cayley and discusses e.g. rooted trees (arbre-racine, 
wurzelbaum). He publishes a table of Delannoy containing the numbers of non-isomor- 
phic trees with at most 13 vertices. Furthermore, the number of edges and vertices of 
a tree is given. 
In Ch. 3 Sainte-Lagu~ refers to Euler and the problem of Eulerian graphs which 
he calls entrelacements. He mentions the degree condition for Eulerian graphs and 
computes the number of different Eulerian trails of some graphs. Furthermore, the 
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problem of Hamiltonian graphs is explained. The following chapters are more closely 
related to Sainte-LaguE's own research (compare [14] and [15]). 
In Ch. 4 regular graphs are discussed, in particular complete graphs and graphs of 
regular polygons. The decomposition properties of regular graphs of even and odd 
degree into regular factors of smaller degree are considered, mainly discussing the 
results of Petersen. 
The cubic graphs (regular graphs of degree 3) in Ch. 5 are dealt with more explic- 
itly. Sainte-LaguE's main interest is in bipartite and Hamiltonian regular graphs. He 
determines that all bipartite regular graphs with at most 16 vertices are Hamiltonian by 
explicitly describing them all in a normalized notation. Unfortunately, he misses two 
of them. 
The contents of Ch. 6 will be discussed in further detail below (see Section 4.2). 
Ch. 7 is devoted to Hamiltonian graphs which Sainte-LaguE calls rOseaux cerclks. 
He states that all small cubic graphs are Hamiltonian, and that there are already 2 such 
graphs with 10 vertices which are not Hamiltonian, one of them having a bridge. For 
further details see [8]. Moreover, there are references to so-called recreational problems 
(e.g. the problOme des timbres-poste of Lucas). 
This discussion of recreational problems leads to the investigation of so-called chess 
problems in Ch. 8. For instance, the problem is discussed in how many ways n queens 
can be positioned on a chessboard of size n such that no queen attacks any other 
queen. 
The knight's move problem of Euler is investigated in Ch. 9. The last section displays 
a magic square of size 8 containing such a knight's move tour. 
Hopefully, this short tour through the book of Sainte-Lagu6 shows the emphasis on 
examples, possible applications, and relations to recreational mathematics. Moreover, 
only finite graphs are discussed. 
4. Configurations in Sainte-Lagu~'s book 
4.1. A discussion of Ringel's summary 
Instead of introducing the subject of a configuration systematically Ringel's summary 
of 1960 [9] will be used. For further information on configurations, please see some 
of my recent papers (e.g. [3,4,6]). 
The text of Ringel is quite exceptional from the historical point of view. Around the 
middle of our century the investigation of configurations had nearly died out. Even some 
printed information of this time is very rare. The years around 1930 when the books 
of Levi and Sainte-Lagu~ were published were the last 'good' years for configurations. 
The year 1960 nearly bisects the period of 70 years from the publication of Sainte- 
Lagu~'s book until today. Thus Ringel's summary is an interesting witness of its 
time. Only the beginning of Ringel's summary can be reproduced here (in English 
translation): 
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In the Euclidean R2 or R3 let m pairwise different lines and n pairwise different 
points be situated such that on each line there are v of these points and through 
each point there are d of these lines. This is a configuration of type (m~,, n~l). 
We have always mv=nd.  We only restrict ourselves to the case v=d = 3, to 
configurations of type (m3, m3) which are denoted by (m3) due to F. Levi. It can 
be shown that for each integer m ~> 9 there is at least one configuration K of type 
(m3). [9, p. 117] 
What Ringel discusses here are configurations (m~,, ha) (or duals of configurations 
(v,.,bk) in modem notation to be in better correspondance with design theory where 
v, b, r, k denote the number of points, the number of lines, the number of lines through 
a point, and the number of points on a line, resp.) realized in the Euclidean plane. For 
an abstract configuration there is the additional requirement that through 2 given points 
there is at most one common line. This is, of course, the case in Euclidean plane or 
space. 
For the case r = k the configurations are called symmetric and denoted by vk shortly. 
This goes already back to the early investigators of configurations of the 19th century. 
In his book [12] Levi gave a long report on parts of this early research. The last 
sentence of Ringel's text again refers to realized configurations. In fact, the unique 
configurations 73 and 83 are not realizable over the rationals or reals. For further 
information on realizability of configurations see my paper [7]. 
In the second paragraph of his summary Ringel refers to relations of configurations 
and graphs. For further details see my papers [3,6]. In fact, an equivalent description of 
a configuration is given by a bipartite graph, the point-line incidence graph. This shows 
one of several close relations of configurations and graphs. In case of configurations 
v3 the corresponding graph is a cubic bipartite graph. 
4.2. Chapters 5 and 6 in Sainte-Layuk"s book 
The relation of graphs and configurations i mentioned in Chs. 5 and 6 of Sainte- 
Lagu~'s book. Ch. 5 discusses cubic graphs, in particular bipartite cubic graphs (com- 
pare my remarks in [4]). These are equivalent o tactical configurations (incidence 
structures of v points and v lines with 3 points on each line and 3 lines through each 
point; there is no requirement on the intersection of lines!). In other words, a con- 
figuration is a tactical configuration in which through two different points there is at 
most one line. In the language of graph theory this means: Bipartite regular graphs 
correspond to tactical configurations, those with girth at least 6 correspond to config- 
urations, in Ch. 6 Sainte-Lagu~ introduces rectangular tables as incidence matrices in 
order to describe graphs: 
Associons fi un rrseau (R) un tableau (T) o~ chacune des p colonnes correspond 
un chemin et chacune des n lignes ~un sommet. Chaque case sera occupre, 
suivant la liaison, par 0, 1 ou -1 .  Ce tableau (T) s'appelle la matrice du rrseau 
(R). [16, p. 30] 
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This is, in fact, the modem notation of an incidence matrix (of directed graphs). Of 
course, it enables matrix computations and leads to what is now known as algebraic 
graph theory. The p columns correspond to the edges ('chemins') of the graph and 
the n rows to the vertices ('sommets'). 
On page 32 Sainte-Lagu~ explicitly refers to 'configurations schrmatiques' and cites 
the survey articles on configurations in the German and French encyclopedia by Steinitz 
and Merlin resp. as well as one of his unedited manuscripts called 'Configurations et 
tissus'. He probably uses the term schematic onfiguration in order to distinguish it 
from configurations realized in the plane. The two encyclopedia papers of Steinitz [19] 
and Merlin [13] are reasonable references to earlier papers on configurations. 
Since it was not (yet) possible for me to obtain a copy of this manuscript 'Configura- 
tions et tissus' the following must be restricted to Sainte-Lagur's comments in section 
52 of his book. He again refers to the fact that a bipartite graph can be described by 
a tableau and continues as follows: 
Un tissu est un tableau dans lequel le nombre p des chiffres 1 est constant dans 
chaque ligne ainsi que celui q des chiffres 1 dans chaque colonne (rap = nq). Ceci 
correspond ~un r~seau bipartie skmi-r~gulier. Si m = n, et par suite p -- q, on a un 
tissu carr6 qui reprrsente un rrseau bipartie rrgulier ou, en abrrgr, birOoulier. [16, 
p. 321 
This tissu of Sainte-Lagu6 is equivalent to what Moore in 1896 defined as tactical 
configuration (or better the incidence matrix of a tactical configuration). For further 
details see [4]. The special case of 'square tissues' leads us back to the beginning of 
my paper and Ringel's talk in Halle in 1960. 
Let me close this short paper by mentioning that the word 'bipartite' is one of 
several instances where the influence of Sainte-Lagu6's book can still be seen in graph 
theory of today because Krnig's word 'paar' or corresponding translations were not 
successful. 
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